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About This Content
Allows you to change the battle music to tracks from Devil May Cry 4. Use the Gallery > Jukebox option to change music
(available after starting mission 2).
Track 1: The Time Has Come (Nero battle theme)
Track 2: Lock and Load -Blackened Angel mix- (Dante battle theme)
Track 3: Sworn Through Swords (Berial boss battle theme)
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Title: Devil May Cry 5 - DMC4 Battle Track 3-Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Devil May Cry
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)
Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, AMD FX™-6300, or better
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM, or better
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 35 GB available space
Additional Notes: *Xinput support Controllers recommended *Internet connection required for game activation. (Network
connectivity uses Steam® developed by Valve® Corporation.)

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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The game itself is alright but no one is playing it so its usless.. Greetings fellow Steam user, let me tell you of this game.
It has everything a good little puzzle game needs, It's challenging but not too much, it's a pretty fair and you can activate Relaxed
mode to take some of the challenge away from it, without Relaxed getting the maximum reward (Level unlock keys) per puzzle
can be pretty damn hard, but then again it's not absolutely necessary to get every single key on every puzzle to unlock everything
(Achievement unlocks excluded of course) you cannot unlock every achievement in the game with Relaxed mode activated at all
times, for all you fellow HundoHunters out there.
The music is really nice and fits Alice in Wonderland perfectly, talking about Alice in Wonderland, this entire game is focused
around that eh?
Well, the mosaic puzzle pictures are all related to it, if you are a fan of Alice in Wonderland this game is pretty good in that
regard.

If you are like me, love Alice in Wonderland AND like puzzle games, this game is a must-buy for a mere 5€.

PS: Yes I am totally biased, but I did not get money for this review.. The author mentions that this game is the last in the series
of the parody dating sims they created. So, If you have a spare time, try the other ones too! The first in the series, is Other Age
which is free to play, the second one is Other Age Second Encounter which is available also available in steam and in their main
store. The only relation of the game on the previous series, is that they are all parody dating sims, nothing more, nothing less. So
you don't need to play the other games to in order to catch up in the story. Relationship-wise, this game has actually a little
connection in the "Present" in Area-X. Hint: School Uniforms!
As of now, I complete the whole game and I enjoy the experience
Ratings: from highest to lowest.
Characters (9\/10)
There is not a single character that I hate in this game, I love them all! But to be honest, I prefer the some characters over
Manly, the protagonist. However, Manly's character traits blends well with everyone. To put it simply, Manly makes the other
character shines more when she is around with them. After unlocking, the extra, I read on the character's profile, then eventually
laugh hard when I found out God's interest is censored*. Well, it is hinted on the game what his interest is, it is indirectly
revealed in some hidden events. Be sure to check it out. Based on my gameplay this is how rate them. God >>> Rian > Johnny >
Muki > Jaki > Manly> Maki >> Doki > Myu-Myu. Most of the charcters has the tendency to be a stalker.lol
Story (9\/10)
The mixture of the most cliche and most impossible things to happen is a perfect touch to create a new storyline, the only thing
to complain is how short game's story is, but compare to their other games, this is actually longer.
Difficulty (8\/10)
In order to achieve an ending you need to meet a certain stat and amount of affection in your chosen character. There are hidden
events that only appear when you reach a certain amount of affection. Compare to the previous series, this is easier , but still
hard. There are a few minigames that torture my brain. (I'm talking to you Crossword and Sudoku. The most painful part of this,
is that I don't know how to use skills in this mini games, because I discovered it so late). I am really proud that I finish all of the
levels in the minigames, it was so worth it!
Concept (7\/10)
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Stat-raising is not new to me anymore but adding minigame with it, is great and increase the challenge of the game.
Saving Slots 6\/10
Saving slots is a Big Yes! I have play their previous game and most of it has no saving system, so I was glad to have them, but I
still need more saving slots. Saving is really crucial in this game, so I recommend adding more in the future, if it is not in this
game, put it on your future Projects.
Art 5\/10
The art is cute, but as I progress, and finally get an ending I was disappointed that even the ending CG art is still a chibi. Don't
get me wrong, I'm not against chibi art but I prefer their usual arts rather than chibi. I don't know If it is just me, but I feel that
they insert lesser effort for the event CGs in this game compared to their previous ones. Other than that, character designs is
unique and beautiful while the backgrounds are gorgeous, I personally like the design of heaven realm.
Lastly, I recommend this game to someone who is patient, enjoys challenging minigames and for the ones who enjoys their
previous games.. It pains me to not be able to recommend this game. It has gorgeous music, great mecha designs that cleanly
combine Eastern and Western characteristics to create something quite original, and a Gundam inspired story with plenty of
melodrama involving militant young pacifists fighting in giant Robots, and surprisingly decent voice acting.
However, the gameplay is fundamentally not engaging or enjoyable enough to keep ones interest. The flight controls are
intuitive enough, with a good sense of speed and movement, but none of the weapons have any weight or sensible feedback to
them, and every enemy is so far away that they look like a tiny spec in typical combat range, and it's obvious that the developers
knew this was an issue, as they added a little picture in picture style window to display a live video feed of your current target.
You fly around mostly empty airspace, frantically dodge projectiles, blow up countless cannon fodder enemies with little to no
visual and audio flourishes necessary to make the action just the slightest bit interesting, rinse and repeat.
I sincerely hope these guys get the opportunity to refine the gameplay and make a worthy sequel someday, especially in a market
starved for decent mecha games. You can tell there's a lot of passion here, it sadly just doesn't amount to a particularly engaging
end product.
Conclusion: So much untapped potential. Maybe try it on a sale and see if its got enough going on to keep you interested. Peace.
I am only writing this review to help with further development. I bought this game 10/27, and am writing this review 10/28. I
have only played for about 2-3 hours, and have decided to wait until further development before continuing. Unfortunately, I do
not care for this game.
-The Rover building interface is difficult to use; being a 3-D interface, I have to switch back and forth from keyboard keys to
mouse actions.
-The tutorial video has a glitch with the audio, making it impossible to understand.
-I would prefer to have a way to mover the camera angle while in the drive mode; it is difficult to see what lies ahead and plan a
route around it.
-I find the strength of the rover to be too weak, breaking apart too easily.
-An option to make a moving part free-moving or stationary unless controlled. (ex. In the tutorial video, the rover is built with a
lifting arm. I made a similar rover for my first mission, but the arm kept swinging as I drove over hill and bumps (I did change
the motor control keys), making it difficult to control the rover.
-Altogether, I prefer the gameplay of the mobile app of the same name (though not the app's level system), and would not
CURRENTLY reccomend this game to others
These are just my observations and opinion. Hopefully, they will help with further development!
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This damn game is soo good……so damn good.
People who love Dark Souls are not for easily slained beasts, but for the challenges and countless deaths.
People who love this game are not for a lovely story of raising daughters, as this game`s title might suggest, but for the
unspeakable feeling when you stab your "daughter" to save your daughter ……again and again.
It is painful, when you have to kill someone you love ,only to save someone you love
It is tragic, when you raise your "daughter" from newborn to mature, from stranger to 100% affection ,only to end her life, to
reduce the memory between you and her back to zero.
Yet so painful is the humanity that struggles in real life.. A great game in which you must guide humanity through a shortage of
resources and climate change. The game is very difficult as a few mistakes and the Earth becomes an inhospitable place. There
are a few beginner missions which serve as a tutorial, but after that you're on your own. That being said, there's no greater
feeling than beating the Three Degrees mission. Fate Of The World is worth the price. As for the DLCs they are a bit short on
content so I recommend getting them when they go on sale.. I want a neutral button, I don't recommend it if you loved the first
one or if you like to play games without having to look up what is the point of this or if you like puzzles in the normal sense of
the word. But it's pretty and there are puzzles kind of, but this wasn't at all what I expected after playing Toki Tori 1 and I was
disapointed. It's not a puzzle game like the first game it's an open world 2D platform explorer with puzzle elements. And like
the new blurb says it tells you nothing about anything you have to figure out everything yourself, there is no kinda of tutorial at
all. But it's not bad so I don't not recommend it if this is what you looking for, just be aware it's nothing like the first Toki Tori..
Please for the love Celestia, Luna, God, Buddha, Allah, Jehovah, Kali, Shiva, Bramha, Osiris, Ra, Bast, Sobek, Thor, Odin,
Zeus, Posieden, Athena, Bacchus, Apollo, Qeutzlcoatl and whatever other gods that once were held holy and still are DO NOT
but this game its intro level is possibly the most conveluted mess of back tracking nonsense ever. I didnt even want to play
beyond the point when I got the first weapon. Its not worth 10 dollars or even a dollar. Please just avoid it it stinks.. Good add
on for WCML, nice engine for your freight collection. Use it regular.. I can't even move. I had fun playing this and am looking
forward to playing more of this game. Im perticularly glad the game is kid friendly. Cant wait to show my daughters.
Heres a gameplay video of how the game plays.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ev1Gz4IV9Fo. This is a Mahjong game with some type of story with it.
I did not follow the story and instead just tried to solve the puzzles which is really fun.
It isn't very expensive for the experience that you get,however I wouldn't pay the steam price for it.. Somewhat dissapointing if
you buy it for checking out the assets. I assumed there would be a 3d viewer that looked something like the screenshots, which
there is not, you just get the files. The files are also placed in folders within folders within folders, which is a bit of a hassle.
These are minor issues and the assets and artbooks are great otherwise, wish the presentation was better.
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